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Abstract— Point cloud registration is a means of achieving
loop closure correction within a simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) algorithm. Data association is a critical
component in point cloud registration, and can be very
challenging in feature-depleted environments such as seabed.
This paper presents a point cloud registration pipeline for
performing loop closure correction in feature-depleted subsea
environments using data collected from an optical scanner.
The pipeline uses Gaussian process regression to extract
keypoint sets, and a weighted network alignment algorithm
to propose point correspondences. A variant of the iterative
closest point (ICP) registration algorithm is used to perform
fine alignment, with point correspondences informed by the
mappings determined following the network alignment step.
The developed registration pipeline is deployed with success on
a challenging section of field data containing topography that
cannot be resolved using conventional imaging sonar.

Index terms - point cloud registration, Gaussian process
regression, network alignment, bathymetric SLAM.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
algorithm, a vehicle is tasked with using sensor data to
generate a map of an unknown environment, and then using
correspondences identified in the data to help localize itself
within the map. Loop closure events, when the vehicle
is able to recognize that it has returned to a previously
explored location, provide an opportunity to correct for
odometry drift incurred over the duration of the loop. A point
cloud registration algorithm can provide such a correction
by aligning 3D scans of the local environment collected at
the start and end of the loop. The resulting relative pose
transformation corrects for the initial misalignment caused
by odometry drift, and is entered as a constraint is a pose-
graph SLAM framework. The ability to close large loops is
critical in SLAM, as missed opportunities for loop closure
correction will lead to a gradual degradation in the quality
of the SLAM solution [1].

Underwater environments pose a challenging application
for SLAM. State correction for autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs) is often made using acoustic sensors, such
as long baseline (LBL) arrays installed on the seabed, or
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ship-borne ultrashort baseline (USBL) transceivers [2]. LBLs
are expensive to install and calibrate, while USBL systems
require the presence of a surface vessel and suffer from
limited precision beyond depths of approximately 1 km. Both
sensors increase the cost and limit the autonomy of AUV
deployments. Image-based state correction is challenging
in underwater environments due primarily to inconsistent
illumination, turbidity, and feature-depleted scenes. These
environmental factors make it difficult to apply techniques
from the visual place recognition literature [3].

AUV-mounted imaging sonar has been applied as a
corrective sensor in bathymetric SLAM with good success
[4]–[6]. Imaging sonar is unaffected by turbidity and lighting
conditions, and has a spatial resolution of 5-10 cm [2].
Constructing and registering 3D “submaps” from sonar
profiles represents a workable SLAM front-end pipeline
[7]. However, subsea terrain is characteristically flat and
feature-depleted, and it cannot be guaranteed that loop
closure opportunities will occur where the seabed topology
can be resolved in sufficient detail to provide an accurate
loop closure constraint. In the best case the loop closure
opportunity will be missed and the quality of the SLAM
estimate will continue to degrade. In the worst case a false
loop closure constraint may lead to divergence [8].

Recent advances in subsea optical scanning have produced
laser scanners with a spatial resolution nearly two orders of
magnitude greater than imaging sonar [9]. Small variations
in seabed topology that would lead to aliasing in sonar
scans can now be accurately resolved and potentially
used to localize. Still, the reduced field of view of these
sensors, combined with a lack of salient features in the
environment, present a challenge for descriptor-based point
cloud registration algorithms.

This paper presents a novel point cloud registration
pipeline for high-resolution bathymetric scans. Keypoints are
extracted from the scans through comparison with a trained
Gaussian process regression model. Next, a graph-based
coarse registration algorithm is used to identify mutually
consistent correspondences between clusters of keypoints,
without the need for a prior pose estimate. Retaining
these initial point correspondences in the subsequent
fine registration step promotes accurate convergence when
combined with an outlier rejection method. The pipeline
acts directly on raw point cloud data, avoiding the need to
compute higher-level 3D feature descriptors. The algorithm
is deployed on a section of field data collected in Tobermory,
ON, Canada, in order to demonstrate its ability to perform
loop closure correction in feature-depleted environments.
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II. RELATED WORK

While the body of research on specific aspects of point
cloud registration is expansive [10], only a handful of
registration pipelines designed for bathymetry data appear in
the literature. A two-part point cloud registration pipeline is
proposed in [4] that incorporates coarse and fine registration
steps. Submaps are generated from sonar bathymetry and
vehicle odometry. Coarse registration is performed by
minimizing the sum of squared elevation errors between
discretized representations of overlapping submaps. Iterative
closest point (ICP) minimizing the point-to-plane error
provides fine alignment. The resulting relative pose is used
for state correction in a continuous-discrete EKF SLAM
framework. Submaps are constructed in a similar way in
[7], which lacks a coarse registration step and instead
relies on the estimated dead-reckoned vehicle trajectory
when forming initial point correspondences. A squared
Mahalanobis distance test is used for outlier rejection in
ICP. The difficulty of performing data association in flat,
featureless regions is fully recognized, and an effective
curvature-based resampling scheme is used to remove planar
regions from the scans. This registration pipeline was
later used as the front-end in a fully 3D EKF SLAM
implementation [6].

In [11], pose correction is obtained from two bathymetric
submaps by maximizing the likelihood that points from the
source submap are drawn from a sparse Gaussian process
(GP) representation of the target submap [12]. The benefits
of using sparse GPs for noise filtering and data compression
are discussed, however their inability to represent areas of
abruptly changing topology is noted as a potential pitfall.

The BPSLAM algorithm introduced in [13] uses
a distributed particle filter estimation framework in
combination with an occupancy grid map representation.
An extended information filter estimates the local elevation
in each grid cell, with updates occurring upon repeated
observation. Particles with a high measurement innovation
are assigned a low weight during the resampling step. This
approach avoids the challenges of explicit data association,
however the map resolution is limited by the grid cell size.

A high-resolution optical scanner is employed in [14] in an
EKF SLAM framework which enables an AUV to navigate
a highly structured scene. The relatively standard feature-
based registration pipeline is constructed using open-source
tools available from the Point Cloud Library [15].

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation

Let r abc ∈ R3 denote the position of point a relative
to point b, resolved in reference frame Fc. Point cloud
registration is the problem of aligning source cloud
S = {r picss }Ni=1 to target cloud T = {r pjctt }Mj=1, where cs,
ct denote stationary points in reference frames Fs and Ft,
respectively. For convenience, cs and ct are taken to be
the centroids of the respective point clouds. Registration is
often performed using sets of keypoints extracted from the

source and target clouds. Keypoint sets are denoted here by
Sk = {r pucss }Nk

u=1 ⊂ S and Tk = {r pvctt }Mk
v=1 ⊂ T .

The objective of a point cloud registration algorithm is to
recover the pose transformation

T ctcs
st =

[
Cst r ctcss

0 1

]
∈ SE(3) (1)

that best aligns the source keypoints to the target keypoints,
where Cst ∈ SO(3) is a direction cosine matrix (DCM)
parameterizing the attitude of Fs relative to Ft. For the
special case of zero measurement noise and perfect point
correspondences, this implies r pucss = Cstr pvctt + r ctcss .

B. Gaussian process regression models

Gaussian process regression models (GPs) have been used
in a variety of robotics applications to model aspects of
the natural world, including ocean currents [16], magnetic
field perturbations [17], and terrain [11], [18], [19]. Gaussian
processes are a collection of normally distributed random
variables, any finite number of which are jointly normally
distributed [20]. Given a discrete set of training data
D = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 comprised of training inputs xi ∈ RD
and training observations yi ∈ R, GPs enable the prediction
at test input x∗ of the unknown value y∗ by conditioning
the test input on the training data. In the GP framework, the
covariance between inputs x and x′ is described by kernel
function k(x, x′,θ), where θ is a column matrix of scalar
hyperparameters. The hyperparameters are then modified to
maximize the explanatory power of the GP by minimizing
the negative log marginal likelihood of the model conditioned
on the training inputs and hyperparameters [20],

θ∗ = arg min
θ
− log p(y|X,θ),

= arg min
θ

1

2
yTK−1y +

1

2
log |K|+ N

2
log 2π, (2)

where y ∈ RN and X ∈ RD×N are formed by stacking
the training observations and inputs along the appropriate
dimension, K ∈ RN×N is the matrix formed by evaluating
the kernel function at each pair of training inputs, and | · |
denotes the matrix determinant. The optimized model is then
used to issue predictions via

y∗ ∼ N
(
(k(X, x∗))TK−1y,
k(x∗, x∗)− (k(X, x∗))TK−1k(X, x∗)

)
.

(3)

with k(X, x∗) ∈ RN×1, and where the dependence on θ has
been omitted for clarity.

In this work, a GP is used to model seabed elevation
yi at latitude-longitude coordinate xi. A simple squared
exponential kernel function is used to model the smooth,
low-frequency elevation changes expected on the sea floor,

k(x, x′,θ) = σ2 exp
(
− 1

2`2
‖x− x′‖2

)
, (4)

where σ is the standard deviation of the training observations
and ` is the characteristic length scale, with θ =

[
σ `

]T
.
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C. Iterative point cloud registration

At each iteration in a point cloud registration algorithm,
the optimization problem

T∗ = argmin
T∈SE(3)

Nk∑
u=1

Mk∑
v=1

buv ·wuv · e
(
T, r pucss , r pvctt ,Ru,Rv

)
,

(5)
must be solved for the optimal pose T∗, where
buv = {0, 1} assumes a value of 1 if (u, v) represents
an inlier correspondence, and 0 otherwise; wuv ∈ [0, 1]
is a correspondence weight, often determined from a
robust cost function [21]; e(·) is the error metric to be
minimized for correspondence (u, v); and Ru,Rv ∈ R3×3

represent the measurement variance. Typically, inlier
correspondences represent a subset of all possible keypoint
correspondences as identified via nearest-neighbours or
descriptor-based matching, for example. Unless otherwise
noted, a combination of point-to-point and point-to-plane
error [22] is used herein, with a point-to-plane error used
when σu < 1e−2, with σu the surface variation [23, p.3]
at source point r pucss approximated using the 100 nearest
neighbours. Surface normals in the source cloud were also
estimated using the 100 nearest neighbours [23].

Equation (5) is a nonlinear least-squares problem with
design variable T. The standard closed-form approach to
solve (5) with a point-to-point error metric is Horn’s method
[24], [25], which first solves for the attitude component
of T using singular value decomposition (SVD), then
solves for the translation component. A closed-form solution
to solve (5) with a point-to-plane error metric is given
in [22], which linearizes the problem by making small
angle approximations. In a loop closure context, odometry
drift may introduce an initial attitude error for which the
linearization is no longer accurate.

Here, the optimal linear attitude and translation estimator
(OLATE) algorithm is used to minimize (5). First
introduced in [26], and later extended in [27] to include
a weighted formulation (WOLATE), OLATE seamlessly
combines point-to-point and point-to-plane error metrics
in a linear solution by using the Cayley transform to
reparameterize the DCM as a function of Gibb’s vectors,
Cst =

(
1 + p×

)−1(1− p×
)
, where 1 is the identity matrix,

p = a tan φ
2 is a Gibb’s vector, (a, φ) are the classic

Rodrigues parameters, and (·)× : R3 → so(3) is the skew-
symmetric operator for SO(3). The point-to-point error is

e =
(
1 + p×

)−1(1− p×
)
r pvctt + r ctcss − r pucss . (6)

Pre-multiplying (6) by
(
1 + p×

)
yields

ẽ =
(
r pucss + r pvctt

)×p +
(
1 + p×

)
r ctcss − (r pucss − r pvctt ).

(7)

Rewriting (7) with b = r pucss − r pvctt , t =
(
1 + p×

)
r ctcss

produces a linear expression for the point-to-point error,

ẽ =
[
1
(
r pucss + r pvctt

)×] [ t
p

]
− b. (8)

Defining e = 1
2 ẽTẽ, minimizing (5) with respect to (t,p),

then recovering the original design variables using the Cayley
transform results in a linear pose update. Further details,
including the derivation of a point-to-plane error metric
involving the Cayley transform, may be found in [27].

The ability to correctly identify point correspondences
between source and target clouds is critical to the success
of a point cloud registration algorithm. It is well-recognized
that the classic iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm is
prone to local minima, owing largely to the generation
of false correspondences between the source and target
clouds. False correspondences arise due to poor initialization,
noise, limited scan overlap, and ambiguous regions in the
3D scene [28]. In a robotics context, poor initialization is
typically caused by odometry drift accumulated between two
observations of the same 3D scene, for example when closing
large loops [1]. Poor initialization is often addressed using
a coarse registration method, the goal of which is to correct
for large odometry errors and initialize the fine registration
algorithm (often incorporating a variant of ICP) in a basin
where it can converge to the true solution. Certain coarse
registration methods rely on access to an odometry prior
[29], [30], while methods such as RANSAC or TEASER [31]
operate without prior information.

Outlier rejection methods are used during fine registration
to address the challenges imposed by scan noise and limited
scan overlap. For example, soft outlier rejection methods
assign a weight to each correspondence that discounts the
contribution of large errors in the objective function, while
hard rejection methods ignore correspondences for which
the error exceeds some threshold. An exhaustive survey
of outlier rejection methods for point clouds collected in
airborne and terrestrial applications was recently presented in
[21]. It is important to note that successful outlier rejection
is conditional upon the presence of a relatively large and
well-aligned inliner set, which is the intended result of a
successful coarse registration algorithm.

IV. POINT CLOUD REGISTRATION IN SUBSEA
ENVIRONMENTS

This section details a point cloud registration pipeline
for laser-based bathymetric SLAM. It is assumed that an
overlapping region of the trajectory has been identified (for
example, through analysis of the marginal covariance matrix
[32]), that the raw point cloud data has been filtered to
remove scan noise, and that both source and target clouds
have been constructed from local odometry information. For
example, either of the submap generation methods detailed
in [33] or [6] would suffice. It is assumed that the two
submaps are misaligned by some arbitrary and unknown
initial pose transformation due to uncorrected odometry drift
in the navigation, however this error is consistent with the
3σ bounds on vehicle states, meaning it is assumed that
there exists some overlapping region U = S ∩ T common
to both submaps. Finally, it is assumed that the feature-
depleted nature of the terrain precludes the reliable extraction
of features or landmark locations from acoustic data.
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A. Keypoint sets from Gaussian process regression models

Subsea terrain is characteristically flat and feature-
depleted, leading to observability issues when registration is
attempted on the raw point cloud. Figure 1a shows a typical
patch of bathymetry data acquired using an optical scanner.
Gaussian process regression models have previously served
as a map representation in bathymetric SLAM, most notably
in [19] as a means to correct vehicle trajectory in instances
of little to no map overlap, and in [11] to filter and efficiently
store large sets of bathymetry data. However, high-resolution
subsea optical scanners are capable of measuring topological
features that cannot be resolved using conventional imaging
sonar. The proposed approach exploits GPs as high-pass
filters, using them to isolate regions of high elevation
variance in the seabed scans. These regions are then used to
form keypoint sets for point cloud registration. This approach
effectively uses GPs in the opposite way as [11], where these
regions are erased by the GP fit. Here, GP models are instead
used to remove flat areas in the bathymetry that otherwise
contribute little information to the registration task.

Using the concepts from Section III-B, a GP model
is fit to a patch of bathymetry data S by regressing
seabed elevation y on latitude-longitude coordinates X. For
the field data presented here, GPs were trained on an
arbitrarily positioned grid, with a grid spacing of 0.5 m.
This spacing generally yielded good results, and had the
advantage of keeping model training time low. After training,
the GP was used to issue elevation predictions y∗i at each
x∗i =

[
r picss,1 r picss,2

]T
within S. Keypoint set Sk was then

formed by isolating points for which the difference between
the measured and predicted elevation exceeded a threshold,
Sk = {r picss

∣∣|r picss,3 − y∗i | > δel}
N

i=1
, where δel = 4 cm. Note

that the tolerance δel is below the resolution of imaging
sonar, meaning it would be impossible to extract Sk from
sonar data. The resulting keypoint set is shown in Figure 1b.

(a) Raw seabed scan. Colour
indicates relative elevation.

(b) Seabed with training grid
locations xi in black, and
detected keypoint set in red.

Fig. 1: A section of bathymetry data collected from a lakebed
in Tobermory, ON, Canada using a subsea optical scanner.
The GP is trained using the regular grid of black points, then
used to isolate keypoint set Sk, shown in red in Figure 1b.

B. Weighted network alignment for point correspondences

The coarse registration algorithm detailed in this section
is motivated by the understanding that two GPs trained
on nearby regions of the seabed will isolate similar sets
of keypoints using the method detailed in Section IV-A.

Therefore, there will exist two similar subsets of keypoints,
denoted Sku = Sk ∩ U and Tku = Tk ∩ U that roughly obey
an injective mapping, m : Sku → Tku.

A simple Euclidean clustering algorithm was applied
to Sk, and a fully connected source graph Gs = {Es,Vs}
formed from the centroids of each cluster, with Es denoting
the edges and Vs the vertices of Gs. The same procedure
was applied to Tk, forming target graph Gt = {Et,Vt}. For
each graph, the relative distance between centroid locations
and the size of each cluster are stored as graph properties.
With these properties, the problem of coarse registration
between clusters of keypoint sets can be recast as a problem
of weighted network alignment [1]. This offers a more
principled approach to the coarse alignment problem than
random consensus methods, and unlike joint compatibility
data association methods the proposed approach does not
require access to a prior estimate or covariance information
[29], [30]. The approach is similar in spirit to [34], [35],
but avoids the calculation of class labels. Instead, data
association is performed using only cluster size and relative
distance information.

To help identify valid mappings for coarse alignment,
the largest common subgraph between the source and target
graphs is found by analyzing the principal eigenvector of the
weighted product graph [1]. Let As, At denote the adjacency
matrices of the source and target graphs, respectively. The
adjacency matrix of the product graph is Ap = As ⊗ At,
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. Using (i, u) to
index vertices in Gs and (j, v) to index vertices in Gt, edge
weights are assigned in (doubly indexed) Ap with

wij,uv = wdij,uv × wsij,uv, (9)

wdij,uv = exp
(
−
(
‖eiu‖ − ‖ejv‖

)2)
, (10)

wsij,uv = 1−
∣∣∣∣a− bc

∣∣∣∣× ∣∣∣∣d− fg
∣∣∣∣, (11)

with

a = max(|vi|, |vj |), d = min(|vi|, |vj |), (12)
b = max(|vu|, |vv|), f = min(|vu|, |vv|), (13)
c = max(a, b), g = max(d, f). (14)

‖eab‖ denotes the length of graph edge eab, and |va|
denotes the cluster size associated with vertex va. Both
wdij,uv ∈ (0, 1] and wsij,uv ∈ (0, 1], implying wij,uv ∈ (0, 1].
Taken together, (10) and (11) ensure wij,uv will tend toward
1 only if a pair of matching edges from Gs and Gt possess
a similar length, and connect clusters of similar size.

Denote the principal eigenvector of Ap as v̄p. The series
of exclusive, pairwise correspondences between the vertices
of Gs and Gt are extracted from Ap by processing v̄p in
a greedy fashion. The largest component of v̄p encodes the
most likely match, the second largest component encodes the
second mostly likely match, and so on.

Due to the limited overlap between S and T , the
correspondences returned from the greedy algorithm will
contain both valid mappings from within overlapping region
U and spurious mappings identified outside of U . The
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ability to isolate the inlier correspondences is critical to
the registration. Since U should represent the region with
the greatest local consistency between the two scans,
and since the greedy algorithm extracts the more likely
correspondences first, one method to isolate the inlier
correspondences is to partition the components of v̄p, then
accept the set of larger components as encoding the inlier
correspondences. A fuzzy clustering algorithm was used to
implement this method, whereby components of v̄p were
accepted as inliers if their likelihood of belonging to the
set of larger components is greater than 95%.

A second method to isolate the inlier correspondences is
to hand over all putative correspondences extracted from
v̄p to TEASER [31], a newly developed data association
algorithm for point clouds that is extremely robust to high
outlier rates. In this context, the network alignment algorithm
described herein provides a limited number of putative
correspondences using only basic information extracted from
the point cloud, a function typically performed by computing
and matching high-level point descriptors (for example, Fast
Point Feature Histograms [36]). Both approaches (clustering
v̄p and TEASER) are tested below.

C. Fine point cloud registration using OLATE

Fine registration was performed using the OLATE
algorithm from Section III-C. Following the analysis of [21],
the L1 norm was used for outlier rejection due to its good
performance across a wide range of benchmark datasets. In
addition, unlike many outlier rejection functions the L1 norm
does not require a tuning parameter. Fine registration was
iterated to convergence, defined as ‖1−T−1i Ti−1‖F < δICP .

Importantly, point correspondences in the fine registration
step were restricted to the cluster mappings identified
during coarse registration, as it was found that reverting to
simple k-nearest neighbour correspondences led to decreased
performance when registering large submaps. A comparison
is presented in Section V-A.

V. EXPERIMENTS

Two sets of experiments were performed to evaluate
aspects of the proposed pipeline on synthetic and real data.
Section V-A describes an experiment on synthetic keypoint
sets designed to illustrate features of the coarse and fine
point cloud registration algorithms in a controlled setting.
In Section V-B the full pipeline is deployed on a segment of
lakebed data collected in Tobermory, ON, Canada.

A. Experiment on synthetic keypoint sets

An experiment using synthetic keypoint sets was
conducted to demonstrate, in a controlled setting, the
robustness of the proposed algorithm as the size of submaps
S and T was increased relative to their intersecting area U .
The algorithm was tasked with identifying and registering
inlier keypoint sets Sku and Tku as the number of randomly
positioned, uniformly generated keypoint set clusters was
increased. The increasing search area and number of keypoint
clusters were intended to simulate the situation an AUV

TABLE I: Comparing registration algorithms

Alg. Point corr., coarse Point corr., fine
1 Weighted graph + greedy Coarse mappings
2 Weighted graph + TEASER Coarse mappings
3 Weighted graph + greedy KNN
4 IsoRank + greedy KNN

would encounter when returning from an increasingly long
loop over a feature-depleted region of seabed.

To generate a synthetic keypoint set, centroid locations
were randomly generated within a rectangular volume of
0.25 m height and 3 m width. The narrow width was chosen
to represent the field of view of an optical laser scanner.
The length of the volume was increased from 3 m to 15 m
in increments of 1.5 m to simulate the increasing search area.

Two keypoints sets were generated in overlapping
orthogonal volumes, as shown in Figure 2a. Keypoint clusters
were generated at the centroid locations, with sizes randomly
selected from [50, 250] points. 10 clusters corresponding
to the inlier keypoint sets Sku and Tku were randomly
generated about nominal locations and sizes common to
both Sk and Tk, meaning the inlier clusters were similar,
but not identical, across the two sets. No restrictions were
enforced on the placement of outlier clusters, meaning the
registration algorithm had to contend with outlier clusters
appearing in overlapping region U . This degree of variability,
even between inlier keypoint clusters, is to be expected
when training the GP models on slightly different regions
of the seabed, and the registration algorithm must be able to
robustly accommodate this.

The purpose of this careful data generation scheme is
to test, under quasi-realistic yet controlled conditions, the
ability of the proposed algorithm to perform registration
as the relative size of overlap between the two scanned
areas is decreased. This is a challenging task due to high
scene ambiguity and the absence of a prior or higher-level
descriptor information.

Four point cloud registration algorithms were tested.
Algorithm 1 is the proposed approach, with a greedy parsing
of v̄p. Algorithm 2 is the proposed approach, with TEASER
used to sort the mappings supplied by v̄p. Algorithm 3
is identical to Algorithm 1, except the criteria for making
point associations during the fine alignment step is relaxed
to simple k-nearest neighbours. Finally, Algorithm 4 uses
the IsoRank algorithm [37] to perform the coarse alignment
step. IsoRank performs network alignment by analyzing local
graph connectivity, and was included for comparison against
the weighted formulation proposed here. All algorithms
minimized point-to-point error in the fine alignment step, and
the L1 norm was used in all algorithms for outlier rejection.
The remaining details are summarized in Table I.

100 Monte Carlo trials were performed at each level of
submap size. In each trial, Sk was initially perturbed by a
random transformation generated from

T = expSE(3)

(( [
ξTφ ξTρ

]T )∧)
, (15)
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(a) Initially aligned keypoint sets Sk

and Tk, with the submap domains
shown in wireframe. Inlier clusters within
overlapping region U are coloured.

(b) Source keypoint set Sk is perturbed
from its initial location by a random
pose transformation, with ground-truth
mappings shown as coloured links.

(c) The coarse registration mappings
determined by Algorithm 3 (IsoRank).
None of the ground-truth mappings are
recovered.

(d) Algorithm 1 recovers many of the true
mappings, with some outliers. Note that
the colours are randomly generated, and
do not correspond to ground truth.

(e) The result of coarse registration using
Algorithm 1. A false correspondence is
shown in red, but is handled by the outlier
rejection method during fine registration.

(f) The final transformation recovered by
Algorithm 1. For illustration, the colours
of the overlapping keypoints correspond
with ground truth.

Fig. 2: The major steps from one trial on synthetic data detailed in Section V-A, with common region U representing 25%
of the submap size. Inlier sets Sku and Tku are coloured in (a). Correctly identifying the set of true mappings between Sku
and Tku is critical to recovering the initial random pose transformation.

TABLE II: Parameters used in experiments

Parameter Value Unit Description
σxy 5 m Std. dev. on xy posn.
σz 0.1 m Std. dev. on depth.
σrp 0.01 rad Std. dev. on roll, pitch
σh π/4 rad Std. dev. on heading
dgrid 0.50 m Training grid size
δel 0.04 m Elevation tolerance
δICP 1e-3 - ICP convergence threshold

ξ1φ, ξ
2
φ ∼ N

(
0, σ2

rp

)
, ξ3φ ∼ N (0, σ2

h), ξ1ρ, ξ
2
ρ ∼ N (0, σ2

xy),
and ξ3ρ ∼ N (0, σ2

z). The exponential map for matrix Lie
group SE(3) is defined in [38]. The performance metrics
were the attitude and position error from ground-truth,
defined as, respectively, δφ = (logSO(3)(CT

stĈst))∨ and
δr = r̂− r. The relevant parameters used in this study are
summarized in Table II.

Final position and attitude errors are shown in Figure 3.
Algorithm 4 fails immediately, implying connectivity
information alone is not enough to address such an
ambiguous registration task. The median performance of
Algorithms 1 and 2 is comparable at lower size multiples,
for which the submap size is ≤ 2.5 times the size of the
overlapping region. Algorithm 1 retains median attitude and
position errors of 4.5 deg and 8 cm, respectively, as the
submap is increased to five times that of the overlapping
region. This is good evidence for restricting how point
correspondences are made during the fine alignment step,
even when an established outlier rejection method is used.

Algorithm 2, in which TEASER is used to isolate the inlier

correspondences from the full set encoded in v̄p, proved to be
the most robust as submap size was increased, maintaining
median attitude and position errors of ≈ 1 deg and 1.5 cm.
This is clear evidence that TEASER is a more robust
data association technique than the graph-theoretic heuristic
used in Algorithm 1. The few failures that occurred when
using TEASER may indicate the presence of adversarial
configurations identified by the graph alignment algorithm.

B. Experiment on field data
Following the results of the first experiment, Algorithm 2

was applied to a section of bathymetry data collected in
Tobermory, ON, Canada using a subsea optical laser scanner.
Registration using this segment is shown in Figure 4. In
this experiment, a ‘pull-apart’ test was conducted, whereby
the overlapping region between point clouds S and T
was reduced from 100% to 0% in increments of 10%.
Source cloud S was then perturbed by a random pose
transformation generated from (15). An example of an initial
perturbation is shown in Figure 4b. This approach allows for
calculation of the registration error without requiring access
to AUV navigation information. 30 Monte Carlo trials were
conducted at each overlap increment.

The results in Figure 5 show that Algorithm 2 is able
to recover the initial random pose transformation, even for
conditions of relatively low (≥ 40%) submap overlap. The
results also indicate that the proposed keypoint extraction
method is isolating useful information from the point cloud,
and is able to accommodate variations in the placement of
the training grid.
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(a) Final attitude errors for increasing submap size. Restricting point associations during the fine registration step is beneficial (Algorithm 1
vs. Algorithm 3), while using TEASER to isolate inlier correspondences dramatically improves robustness over a graph-theoretic heuristic
(Algorithm 2 vs. Algorithm 1). Coarse registration on the basis of graph connectivity alone is not sufficient (Algorithm 4).

(b) Final position errors.

Fig. 3: Final registration errors for the experiment on synthetic data. A multiple of 4 indicates that the area of each submap
was four times larger than the overlapping area U . 100 Monte Carlo trials were run for each algorithm at each size multiple.

(a) Initially aligned, overlapping
sets S (red) and T (blue).

(b) A randomly generated pose
transformation applied to S.

(c) After coarse registration. (d) After fine registration.

Fig. 4: Results from a successful Monte Carlo trial at 50% overlap for the Tobermory lakebed scan. The registration pipeline
detects and registers the common set of keypoints extracted from the central mound, appearing in yellow in Figure 4b.

VI. CONCLUSION

Loop closure correction is a critical part of SLAM.
Underwater environments pose a challenge for loop closure
algorithms, largely due to the difficulties associated with
performing data association in dark, feature-depleted scenes.

This paper proposed a new pipeline for point cloud
registration in bathymetric SLAM using Gaussian process

regression models. Unlike previous approaches, GPs are
used as a high-pass filter to isolate areas of high
elevation variability in the seabed. The resulting keypoint
sets are then used in a multi-step registration algorithm
incorporating weighted graph alignment to identify putative
point correspondences, TEASER to isolate the inlier set, and
ICP-based OLATE for fine registration. Experiments were
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(a) Attitude error (b) Position error

Fig. 5: Attitude and position error for the ‘pull-apart’ tests
conducted on field seabed data. The proposed algorithm is
capable of recovering the initial pose transformation up to
approximately 40% overlap in the two scans.

presented for synthetic and field datasets demonstrating the
algorithm’s potential to register point cloud scans of highly
ambiguous 3D scenes without the need to compute high-
level feature descriptors or class labels. Future work will
focus on a more adaptable method for extracting keypoint
sets, possibly through online adaptation of the GP training
grid.
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